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British Chambers of Commerce

The British Chambers of Commerce appreciates the

power of technology and what it can do for your

business. As well as the benefits, we understand 

the risks that can arise from using technology and,

more importantly, we know that these risks can be

minimised. That is why we have worked with Microsoft

to produce this guide, which we hope will help

businesses like yours thrive and prosper safely.

We believe that it is important to understand all the

computer security risks that are relevant to your

business. Not only will this allow you to address them

with confidence but also it will reduce the fear of the

unknown. On a more practical basis, making your

business safer and more resilient has obvious benefits.

Technology advice is only one aspect of our work.

As an independent, non party-political organisation,

funded by membership subscriptions, no-one is

working harder on your behalf to make business 

better for everyone.

At all levels, local, regional and national, we provide

a powerful voice. Our regular surveys, consultations

and reports provide grassroots business opinion and

strongly influence Government Ministers and officials,

MPs and other decision-makers and opinion-formers.

We are the national voice of local business and the

range of our involvement in helping businesses to 

grow and move forward includes: business training,

networking, information and advice and international

trade services. Increasingly, many of our services are

also available online and all are uniquely tailored to

individual business needs.

Currently over 135,000 businesses benefit from

membership, from all commercial and industrial 

sectors and in every part of the UK. If you would 

like to join them or find out more about how

membership can help your business, please 

visit us at: www.chamberonline.co.uk

Microsoft bCentral™

Microsoft is the worldwide leader in software services

and Internet technologies for personal and business

computing. We offer a wide range of products and

services designed to empower people through great

software and we take our responsibility to business

customers very seriously. We understand the unique

challenges you face, and how the right technology 

can help your business to succeed. At Microsoft,

we believe that the right technology is critical

to overcoming core business challenges. But we

don’t stop at delivering great software. Microsoft

bCentral.co.uk is an online information resource 

that is designed specifically for small businesses. 

It offers business-critical information, services and

advice to businesses across the UK. It gives users

comprehensive advice and tips on marketing, finance,

technology and administration and can be found at:

www.bcentral.co.uk

Important information and disclaimer
The information in this guide is believed correct at the time of writing.
However regulations change from time to time and new rules are
introduced regularly. In addition, this guide is not exhaustive or
comprehensive – there may be regulations or details that affect your
business that are not included. Websites and products mentioned in 
this guide are not endorsed or recommended but included for your
information only.

Always obtain appropriate professional advice which takes 
your particular circumstances into account.
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David Frost

The UK retail sector is a major industry. Sales totalled £23.5bn
in 2003 and retail businesses employ more than 3 million people.

The most important factors facing the industry in the future, along with all 
our business members, is access to a skilled workforce. Retail is a ‘people
industry’ where the interface with the customer is paramount. Consumers are
more and more discerning and educated, and businesses which do not satisfy
customer needs will struggle. Sussex Enterprise, the accredited Chamber of
Commerce for Sussex, believes that partnership schemes such as the Retail
Skills Plus initiative which involve local retail steering groups, Enterprise Agencies
and Local Councils can deliver measurable benefits for retailers. The aim of this
scheme was to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of local retailers and then
provide training to up-skill local business and thus create an empowered local
retailing community. 

Retailers, along with all businesses, also face the problems rising from crime
against business. This is a costly and demoralising problem and is being
addressed by the BCC in the form of the Action Against Business Crime Group,
which aims to establish local crime partnerships and through our lobbying for
the police to record business crime as a separate statistic.

David Frost
Director General British Chamber of Commerce.
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5Introduction

Napoleon may have famously described Britain as a nation 
of shopkeepers, but today the country is more accurately 
a nation of shoppers with ‘retail therapy’ among the most
popular of consumer past-times.
In the past few years, shoppers have been presented with an ever-growing assortment of retail formats, 

consumer goods and novel products. Shopping is now a favourite family leisure activity with a combination 

of speedy ‘hits’ on the local retail park and more relaxed shopping outings to town centres and regional

retail parks – combining entertainment and eating out with the buying trip.

At the same time, fashions are changing at an ever-faster rate and demand for ‘must-have’ items have helped 

fuel the current spending boom. Consumers are also becoming more discerning, demanding and promiscuous: 

they will click through competing websites to find the best deal, demand extended opening hours and highest 

levels of service – and show surprisingly little loyalty if the retailer ever fails to reach the required standard.

To compete with the multiples, smaller independent retailers must provide a very special experience: excellent 

service, niche products and finely targeted marketing to appeal to clearly defined customer segments.

Achieving such excellence is not always easy: small stores find it harder to attract and retain the best staff, 

their managerial resources are limited and training can be neglected. They are also faced with dramatic peaks 

and troughs in seasonal sales putting additional strains on cash flow and merchandising opportunities.

But small businesses can learn to emulate the successful larger chains: they can track their merchandising

techniques, product layouts and promotional tricks and apply the same ideas in their own businesses. 

They can also ensure a high stock turnover to keep those fickle shoppers interested by buying in small 

quantities and frequently changing displays to keep customers coming back to see something new.

This guide is all about becoming a thriving business. It looks at the key factors to consider when setting up 

shop and focuses on planning for future growth. The opening section is primarily designed for those thinking 

about starting a shop. The later sections are relevant to both new and established independent retail businesses, 

with advice about choosing technology, going multi-channel and managing expansion. Throughout the guide 

website addresses for relevant sources of information are provided and these are summarised at the end of 

the booklet under ‘Useful contacts and information sources’.

Introduction
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Where do you like to shop? The local major supermarket for a weekly top up or 

the local deli which sells an amazing variety of coulis, pickles and exotic cheeses?

At the fashion retailer in the shopping centre, or that little boutique in a side street

where you can be sure to find something really original and in your size? 

We all have our favourite shops, and very many of them are small independent operations

started by people who love what they do, and want to share their enthusiasm. Town centres

may be dominated by the familiar mix of national retail chains, but look beyond to the side

streets and secondary shopping areas and the picture is very different. Here, with a wealth

of niche offerings to cater for the most eclectic tastes, independent outlets rule. 

And they’re likely to continue to do so. As we all know, traffic congestion, public transport

and car parking has become the stuff of nightmares in many areas, particularly for shoppers

heading for the city centre. 

Today, there are around 311,000 shops in the UK, the vast majority of these being

independents. Almost half are owner-driver operations managed by a sole self-employed

proprietor, while a further 103,000 have fewer than five employees. 

However, competing with the dominant retail chains remains a major issue for independent

retailers. The large groups with their greater volume buying power can often offer cheaper

prices, but providing something different is key for independent retailers. This creates

opportunity for achieving good profit margins where the prices cannot be compared directly

with similar items.

For the would-be retailer the challenges may seem daunting, but around 184,000 people 

are currently running their own shops – and while many will be happy to stay small, others 

will be more ambitious. Marks and Spencer started life as a market stall in Leeds in 

1884; John Sainsbury started selling milk and butter from his Drury Lane dairy in 1869; 

Jack Cohen piled his first barrow high with Tesco own-label tea in 1924, with his immortal

motto – “pile it high, sell it cheap”; while Anita Roddick filled her first shelves with a home-

made range of creams and lotions in 1976 to create The Body Shop.

“If you think you 
are too small to be
effective, you’ve 
never been to bed 
with a mosquito.”
Anita Roddick, 

founder of The Body Shop.

Independent ideas:
A nation of shopkeepers
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It’s an old retailing cliché that the secret of successful retailing is ‘location, location,

location’. But as you will see, there is more to success than just location – and for

many independents the starting point is the product…

Passionate about product

The initial idea is likely to come from the merchandise – and it is usually this passion 

for product which is the key driver in setting-up shop. 

The passion may come from a personal need: fashion chain Long Tall Sally was started in

1976 by Judy Rich, a 6ft tall American living in London frustrated by the lack of suitably-

sized clothing. The company now runs more than 20 shops, has a thriving mail order

business and online operation.

But a passion for the product is not enough: others need to share the vision – and those

others are customers. Judy Rich knew that tall women, especially in 1976, were rare, 

so a single shop, even in central London, could only cater for a handful of them. 

In 1977 she started mail order selling to a large, if thinly spread, target market.

Verifying the vision

Understanding what customers want and fulfilling that need is key. For some, the

accuracy of the vision is clear: if an affluent shopping area lacks a florist then there is a

good chance that one might open successfully. If the area already boasts six independent

fashion boutiques then opening a seventh may be challenging – unless it has some novel

and additional proposition not already available from the other six. 

Satisfaction, service and shoppers

Today’s consumers are a demanding lot and no retailer will succeed in the long term if

service is poor and shoppers dissatisfied.

The old retail cliché ‘the customer is always right’ can be hard to swallow when a difficult

shopper returns clearly used items as ‘new’ or when after 45 minutes of expert advice they

declare ‘it’s cheaper on the web’ and leave.

Understanding and anticipating customer needs is often easier for the small independent

because the people who take the decisions – i.e. the owners of the business – are in daily

contact with their customers. 

But, as the business grows it is all too easy to lose this day-to-day familiarity. With PC

applications such as Microsoft® Office Excel 2003 and Microsoft® Office Outlook® 2003 with

Business Contact Manager, you can build a database of shoppers to be nurtured. Microsoft®

Business Solutions—Retail Management System can also provide invaluable insight by

allowing you to track and analyse customer purchases.

Understanding, satisfying and retaining customers is vital – and as you’ll see later on in this

guide, it’s an area where information technology really can give you the edge.

What makes a good retailer?

“Passion is what
keeps you trying,
keeps you looking 
for new ways to
delight the customer
and to beat your
competition.”
Richard Hammond, 

author of Smart Retail, 2003.

Location, location,
location…

Somerset Maugham’s short story, The

Verger, tells of an illiterate verger sacked

by an enthusiastic new vicar because he

could neither read nor write. The now

unemployed ex-church official decides to

seek solace in some tobacco but cannot

find a shop nearby selling cigarettes. 

He decides to set up a tobacconist in that

location and his enterprise thrives. Over

the years our ex-verger opens many more

shops finding likely sites by walking the

streets to find ones where there is not a

tobacconist in sight. Finally, he has a

meeting with his bank manager who is

urging a new investment scheme, and the

ex-verger admits that he must take the

papers home for his wife to read to him,

as he has never learned the skill. 

“Good gracious,” exclaims the bank

manager, “you have built a major business

with dozens of shops – just think what you

could have achieved if you had been able

to read and write.” 

“If I could do that,” says our hero, 

“I should still be verger of St Peter’s.”
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Entry routes to retailing are varied, but typical starting points for retailing include:

n Buying an established business

n Signing up to a franchise operation

n Converting an existing outlet in an established shopping location

n Opening in a new development

n Setting up as an online e-tailer

n Choosing a low-cost business requiring minimum investment, or 

n Starting with a market stall

Each approach has its plus points and downside, but whichever route you choose, it is

essential to start with a clear business plan. Templates outlining the ideal content of your

plan are available to download from www.bcentral.co.uk/retail. Typically, it takes several

weeks to complete a good plan, with most of that time spent in research and rethinking 

your ideas.

In this section, we look at the specific retail issues you will need to consider in defining your

operations, products, services and marketing. In the next section, we consider some of the

financial issues.

Finding the gap

Having a passion for your products and a vision of the type of store you wish to run

are just the start. If no-one else shares that interest or vision then the project could be

doomed to failure. If there are no shops comparable to the one you want to open, is it

because there is no market or because you’re ahead of the game?

Remember Judy Rich at Long Tall Sally – she identified a gap in the market from personal

experience and rightly assumed that others would be experiencing the same problem.

“Just about anyone
with some money 
and a bit of courage
can open a store of 
his or her own…
the challenge is to
make a success 
of the venture.”
Irving Burstiner, 

retail entrepreneur and academic.

Tips to remember

n Is there an obvious gap in the shopping

mix in your chosen area?

n How big will the market for your

merchandise be? Think about the size

and affluence of the catchment area.

n Have others tried to fill the gap in

recent years and failed? 

n Are local demographics on your side?

For example, if the area is dominated

by retirement homes – how will that

affect the market for the goods you

hope to sell?

Getting started
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Choosing the site

Finding the right location may be retailing’s Holy Grail, but the same location is not

right for every retailer. Retailers focusing on convenience need to be located within easy

distance of their target customers. For those aiming at customers wanting to make a

specific purchase – such as fashion, furniture, jewellery, gifts or crafts – then a location

which draws shoppers from a wide area and already has a good mix of shops can be 

more appropriate.

Some options include:

n Main shopping street in a major town

n Side streets off the main shopping street

n Neighbourhood locations, e.g. village or near to an industrial plant

n Shopping centre – local, regional, specialist, open or covered

n Out-of-town retail park – generally the preserve of superstores

Rents obviously vary dramatically between locations, with those perceived as the most

attractive charging the highest premiums. Rents are typically agreed for a 10-15 year 

lease with reviews at least every five years. Store size varies too. Many specialist outlets

manage happily with 500 sq ft; others will need 1,500 sq ft or more depending on 

product assortment.

As well as rents, shops also need to pay business rates. 

Assessing the competition

Competition – for the consumer at least – is an advantage and analysing the 

shopping mix in your target location will form an integral part of your business plan. 

Tips to remember

n How big do you need the shop to be?

How small will be viable?

n If you start small is there opportunity 

to expand? 

n Have you considered issues such as

travel distance from home or the need

to comply with strict rules on opening 

times in a shopping centre?

n Do you believe your format will be 

more successful among other similar

ones or will it be better as the only 

one of its type in a secondary or 

tertiary shopping location?

n Is your chosen location in an area

where disposable income will be tight

and ‘value’ retailers dominate, or is it

more affluent with premium products

on offer?

n Do you want a premium location 

where the landlord creates

customer demand?

n Try to see your chosen site in all

weathers: consider the butcher who

opened in midwinter and found by 

early summer that the sun streaming 

in through the window pushed the

temperature of his display to 

unhealthy levels. 

n Don’t forget to count the charity shops

– the more of them in the high street,

the harder the landlords are finding 

it to rent premises to successful 

retail businesses.

n If you are unused to legal documents

then seek advice from your solicitor,

local Chamber of Commerce or 

Citizens’ Advice Bureau before signing

any lease – and remember, everything

is negotiable.

Tips to remember

n The competition will always be there so look to complement what is already

available rather than meet it head on with an overlapping product assortment.

n Look at shopping centres within 30, 60 and 90 minutes drive time, and the

products offered by all outlets in your chosen area.

n Customers’ willingness to travel – some fashionable centres may attract shoppers

from up to 2 hours away so could be ranked as competition, while congestion

can reduce the catchment area.
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Having an online presence 

For many retailers the Internet is proving a lucrative sales stream – especially if, 

like Long Tall Sally, the product offer is niche and customers likely to be thinly spread.

Websites can be transactional (i.e. they sell goods) or purely be there to provide information

about a company and its products.

There are lots of considerations to take into account before you start trading online; 

visit the Microsoft small business site at www.bcentral.co.uk/retail for many useful 

articles on this topic. 

Defining the assortment

If the product assortment reflects a personal passion then you have a head start 

when it comes to product knowledge. If not, Internet search engines such as MSN 

can help identify likely suppliers and they can also be a useful guide to the volume of

interest in niche areas.

Trade magazines are also useful at identifying new suppliers and possible trends,

and most product sectors boast one or more specialist publication.

Depending on product sector, you may need to start visiting trade shows and sourcing

merchandise long before the shop opens. In the fashion sector, for example, trade shows in

spring offer lines for delivery in August or September while toy companies generally exhibit

in January for delivery the following autumn. 

Whatever or whenever you buy, it is essential to have a clear idea of the target product mix,

available budget and potential price points. It makes sense to keep careful track of your

orders, and a spreadsheet application such as Excel 2003 can be ideal. If you plan lengthy

buying trips away from the office then a laptop computer or smaller Pocket PC running the

same application can be a valuable investment for portable use.

A handheld Pocket PC running Microsoft® Windows® is a companion to your desktop 

or laptop computer. The Pocket PC comes with pocket editions of Outlook 2003, 

Word 2003 and Excel 2003, and you can perform surprisingly sophisticated edits 

on your documents.

The Pocket PC normally lives in a cradle attached to your desktop or laptop 

computer – you grab it and go when leaving your desk. Important files are 

automatically synchronised which means that changes made either on your 

main computer or the Pocket PC are always updated on the other device.

Tips to remember

n Merchandise can be bulky and

seasonal: ski suits take up rather more

space than swimwear, for example, 

and toys tend to arrive in a rush ready

for Christmas. Will you have enough

space to store the goods or will careful

phasing of deliveries be essential?

n Agreeing a delivery date, after which

the goods are automatically cancelled,

is essential: there is no profit in receiving

Easter eggs a week after the event. 

n Check if the merchandise is 

repeatable so if it sells well 

you’ll be able to reorder.
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Setting up shop

Having decided on the location and type of shop, next on the

list will be layout, basic equipment and decoration. Much will

depend on budget and desired store ambience: clean and clinical

for cook shops or jazzy colours and loud music for teenage

fashions. You will also need some type of shelving or hanging rails

for merchandise and business equipment.

You will need to decide on a cash register or PC - an advantage 

of PC technology is that the hardware can be modular so the

processing unit and cash drawer can be tucked away under the

counter. You will also need to consider bar code scanners, printers

and a payment system for handling credit cards. These are all

discussed in more detail in the technology section of this guide.

A PC can be the best long-term choice as it can grow with your

business and comprehensive retail software, such as Microsoft

Retail Management System, can manage your day-to-day business

needs. The same computer can also run applications such as

Microsoft Office 2003, which includes Excel 2003 for spreadsheets

and Microsoft Office Word 2003 for correspondence or generating

simple publicity material. 

The price of computer hardware continues to fall steadily and it is

worth checking competitive suppliers, such as Dell, HP, PC World

or Staples, for the latest offers.

Creating the image

As with any new business, creating a memorable image 

is a vital component for success. That image, or brand, 

is everything the consumer associates with you – quality, 

style, value, fashion, prestige, innovation, care, concern… 

or whatever else is important to your business.

Creating an image need not be prohibitively expensive. 

PC applications such as Microsoft® Office Publisher 2003 can 

be used to create stylish publicity and promotional material 

which will be consistent and eye-catching. It can be used for

producing mail shots and flyers as well as in-store posters 

and display material.

Brands are a valuable commodity and can be created quite

economically: when Anita Roddick launched The Body Shop in

1976 she used handwritten labels and low-cost plastic bottles for

her home-made lotions. She offered to refill bottles – not primarily

from any environmental concern, but simply because she could 

not afford to buy more containers. However, the wholesome 

image was in direct contrast to the then dominant emphasis 

on expensive packaging and caught the spirit of the time.

Tips to remember

n Decide what you want consumers to associate with your brand

and stick with it. 

n Don’t deviate from your core brand offering: if you sell high-end

merchandise, a special promotion of downmarket value lines will

diminish the store’s appeal.

n Ensure that all aspects of the store reinforce the image; that

includes staff, advertising and promotional material, window

displays and products.

n Try to create a memorable name or logo and ensure that it

appears consistently.

Tips to remember

n Ensure that the layout gives plenty of room for customers to

move easily – especially if you are targeting younger families

when pushchairs could be commonplace.

n Make sure you have adequate display space for the

merchandise you plan to carry.

n Counters should also be located near the front door so that a

single cashier can also watch the exit for potential shoplifters.

n Investing in a PC will provide many savings, reducing the need

for external printing and design bills, and giving a professional

gloss to promotional material used in the store.

n Investing in some good retail software, such as Microsoft

Retail Management System, will help your business get off to

a good start.
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Raising awareness

Having found the ideal site, fitted out the store, stacked the shelves and created a

suitable name and image, some pre-launch publicity will ensure the success of

opening day. Creating an impact and maintaining awareness are important aspects 

of the success mix.

Shops in managed shopping centres can usually depend on the centre management to help

with publicity. The Bullring Centre in Birmingham, for example, has a sophisticated customer

communications system in place with interactive kiosks, a website, eye-catching plasma

displays and a shopper loyalty scheme. 

Independents opening elsewhere can emulate the approach. Most towns now have some

sort of web presence; contact the webmaster with news of your store’s ‘grand opening’

and they will generally be happy to feature the event as a news item. 

Local newspapers and local radio also like ‘local people’ stories, so if you are from the area

and have a nice story to tell about how you started the shop or why, then don’t be shy of

attempting a little self-publicity.

Promotions and publicity need proper planning rather than simply being ad hoc events, and

where possible, should try and link in with local activities. For example:

n June: Opening launch event featuring a local celebrity

n July: Holiday special – books or clothes for the beach

n August: Back to school promotion

n September: Harvest festival event – win a basket of fruit

n October: Letter to Santa – competition with local school

n November/December: Christmas promotions

n January: Clearance sale

n February: Winter sports special – lucky draw for gift voucher

n March: Local music festival – prize tickets or musicians playing in store

n April: Easter parade – painting competition with local school

n May: Focus on flowers with local church flower festival

n June: First birthday Champagne party

Tips to remember

n Cultivate all local media; offer use 

of free merchandise photographs

(obtained from suppliers) or donate 

gift vouchers for competitions.

n Make the most of your PC by

producing stylish publicity material

yourself to cut costs. You can order 

free ‘How to...’ guides to help you

produce your own materials from:

www.bcentral.co.uk/howto

n Local papers are often short of news –

send them regular ‘press releases’. 

n Flyers, distributed by local newsagents

in the morning deliveries, can be

effective – and can be produced

professionally and economically on a

PC using tools like Word 2003 or

Publisher 2003 and a colour printer.

n Promotions do not have to be price

related: supermarkets may like ‘3 for 2’

specials, but lucky draws, celebrity

book signings or fashion shows can

be just as effective.

Publisher 2003 has a huge collection of pre-prepared layouts

and professionally designed themes to help you create

promotional material.

Once you have chosen a design and colour scheme, use it

again and again to ensure a consistent look for your material

and to reinforce your company image.
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Building the market

It is much easier to sell more to existing customers than to find new ones. This is one

of the reasons why the major retailers have developed their loyalty schemes: to identify their

customers, track their shopping habits and then target them with personalised promotions.

Independents generally have a good picture of who their regular customers are and a good

independent retailer will probably also know many shoppers by name.

Traditionally small retailers used a ‘little black book’ to note down customer’s personal likes

and dislikes. Today, data can far more efficiently be stored on the shop computer (although

you may need to register under the Data Protection Act). Both Microsoft Retail Management

System and Outlook 2003 can be used to record and analyse names, addresses, relevant

factors such as birthdays or children’s ages, pet ownership or previous purchases. This

information can then be used as the basis for personalising offers.

With Microsoft tools like these you can also link your customer database directly into

mail or email promotions, improving efficiency and reducing the time it takes to put your

marketing offer together. 

Legalities

As with any business, retailers have to make sure that they comply with rules and

regulations to trade legally. The Department of Trade and Industry website provides

comprehensive guidance at: www.dti.gov.uk

Staff issues

Employing staff brings its fair share of red tape – from the need to collect income tax

to managing sick pay. You will also need to keep up-to-date with such things as PAYE,

Working Time Directive and Health and Safety. Again, the DTI website at: www.dti.gov.uk

is a good place to visit for more information.

When it comes to selecting staff, always take up references; retail shops provide plenty 

of temptation for the less than honest. Remember the old retail adage that warns: ‘10% 

of your staff will never steal from you, 10% will always do so and 80% might if they had 

the opportunity’.

Tips to remember

n Identify the type of customers you 

hope to attract, confirm that reality

matches your theory, and then 

monitor how these customers 

respond to your offers.

n Try to match store ambience to 

your target customers – does any

background music reflect the desired

image? Will they feel more at home

among stripped pine or modernist

metallic finishes? 

n From the start keep as much

information about your customers 

as you can using Outlook 2003.

Business Contact Manager runs in Outlook 2003 so you can

use a familiar interface to manage your customer relationships
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Trading hours

Restrictions on shop opening hours have been considerably relaxed in recent 

years. Staying open for extended hours usually means employing shift workers who 

may not always be supervised, so it needs careful consideration. If you want to trade 

on a Sunday, then there is some legislation you should be aware of – and the DTI 

website has this.

For stores in shopping centres or retail parks, it is rather different. Here, hours are 

set by the centre management and it is generally a condition of the lease that 

you must comply. 

Environmental issues

For many new shopkeepers, environmental issues may seem very far removed 

from day-to-day retailing. There are a number of regulations governing the disposal 

of food waste. There are also rules about collecting packaging materials when goods 

are delivered and installed. 

Guidelines on a number of environmental issues for small businesses can be found 

at: www.environment-agency.gov.uk or you can check with the environmental department 

at your local authority.

Insurance

There are a number of legal requirements for business insurance. For example, 

it is a legal obligation to have employers’ liability insurance, and at least third-party 

motor insurance for all company vehicles.

A useful introductory guide to business insurance needs can be found at:

www.bcentral.co.uk/retail
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Retailing can be a fickle business and forecasting is never easy, but to get your

business off the ground you must have a financial plan – it begins with estimating 

start-up expenses: 

n Research – your time and possibly consultancy fees

n Premises – including legal costs 

n Fixtures and fittings 

n Business equipment - for example a cash register or PC, retail and accounting 

software and any other specialist equipment

n Initial stock 

n Contingencies – things always cost more than expected, so add at least 20% 

of your total start-up estimates to cover costs

The Financial Plan

As with any new business you will need a financial plan accompanied by a narrative

explaining the major assumptions used to estimate company income and expenses. For

further help, visit: www.bcentral.co.uk/retail

“It really gets my
adrenaline flowing to
be in the shop and
hear the ping of the
cash registers.”
Sir Stanley Kalms, 

founder of Dixons Group, 1989.

Finances

Raising finance

The total start-up bill may be within your means, otherwise you will need to

raise capital – usually from the bank. However you do it, it will take persistence.

When brother and sister Sahar and Bobby Hashemi started Coffee Republic in 1994

they estimated that they would need £64,000 to open the first shop and £40,000 in

working capital. They applied for a guarantee for the loan under the DTI’s Small Firms

Loan Guarantee Scheme. In all, 22 separate applications to banks were rejected. 

Eventually, the manager of NatWest in Chancery Lane, London agreed to the loan

and Coffee Republic was born. As the Hashemis put it: “Balance sheets and

spreadsheets, we discovered, may be the language of business, but it’s your

personality that brings the words to life and ensures that you will succeed.” 

The first store opened in 1995; the company went public in 1997 and by 2001 

was trading from 90 outlets. 

Information about government loans and guarantees can be found at:

www.businesslink.gov.uk while The Prince’s Trust is offering low interest loans 

for 18-30 year-olds who cannot find funding for a good business idea 

(www.princes-trust.org.uk).

It may also be worth trying to find a business angel – venture capitalists who 

will invest in small start-up businesses often for a stake in the equity. Details of

European business angels can be found at: www.eban.org or for UK operations at

the National Business Angels Network – www.bestmatch.co.uk or in Scotland

www.lincscot.co.uk. Fees are usually payable when making applications.

Angels, or other investors, will be looking for significant medium-term growth which

you will need to include in your financial plan.

Don’t forget to:

n Include markdown costs in the 

plan as not all merchandise will 

be sold at full price 

n Provide details of planned marketing

and promotional activity

n Include a breakeven analysis

n Keep a careful note of research 

sources and assumptions so that 

you can explain them fully to 

potential investors

n Revise the plan frequently to see

whether the business is performing 

as expected

The projected cash flow is a vital part of

the plan. Businesses fail because at some

point they cannot pay their bills, so it is

vital to ensure that you do not run out of

cash. The Centre for Economics and

Business Research (CEBR) estimates that

around 1,750 retail businesses in the UK

are likely to fail in 2004 and a prime cause

of failure is running out of cash.
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Forecasting cash flow

The cash flow forecast needs to be kept up-to-date throughout the life of the business

– or at least until you have sufficient cash reserves not to worry! Excel 2003 makes an ideal

spreadsheet for modelling both cash flow forecasts and accounts.

Pricing

Retail business plans also need to include the pricing policy: what sort of mark-up 

you will be using and how your prices will compare with the market. This takes 

thought and research, and will be very dependent on the type of merchandise and the

location of your shop.

Microsoft Retail Management System includes easy-to-use tools to help you calculate

margins and recommend suitable prices. This can take a lot of the hard work and ad hoc

calculations out of the pricing process, and ensure a consistent approach. The system can

also help you identify potential problems where markdowns result in selling below cost, for

example. It also supports more than one standard price level which can provide greater

flexibility in setting prices ‘by customer’ as part of a loyalty programme or ‘by till’ where

you have more than one store operating in different value markets.

In calculating price you need to consider not just the cost of the goods, but also:

n VAT

n Delivery charges

n Any incidental costs related to the item’s sale – such as packaging

n The costs of running the shop 

n Wastage or ‘shrinkage’ (see page 18)

Remember that customers are often willing to pay over the odds for convenience or rapid

delivery so you don’t have to be the cheapest. A useful guide to pricing issues can be

downloaded from: www.bcentral.co.uk/issues/startingup

Stockturn

How quickly your merchandise sells, or changes, is also a relevant factor and there

are industry norms for ‘stockturn’ – the number of times your stock changes in a year. 

A traditional fashion shop focusing on two main seasons, for example, may expect a

stockturn as low as 2 or 3; while a high fashion outlet – such as Zara – which expects an

average life of only six weeks for each line may look to a stockturn of 8 or 9. 

Stockturn is useful for predicting possible sales and profits. If the total sales value of

your merchandise when the store is fully stocked (at start-up) is £50,000, and you expect

a stockturn of 4, then it is likely that your forecast turnover would be £200,000. 

Profit margins

Profit margins in retailing vary

dramatically between product

sectors and you will also need 

to take account of seasonality. 

In many sectors – notably gifts 

and toys – as much as 75% of 

the year’s business could be

achieved in the three months prior

to Christmas. This will give a skew 

to the year’s figures and could 

be a significant influence on 

when you start trading. 

Visit:

www.office.microsoft.com/templates

to download suitable Excel 2003

templates to help you with a 

variety of tasks, including your 

cash flow forecasts.
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Seasonal issues 

Many products are highly seasonal and customer demand can be difficult to predict.

If your chosen product is particularly seasonal then careful analysis of likely sales patterns 

is important for both cash flow planning and promotional activity.

Seasonality can also limit the shelf life of your merchandise – which is the main reason for

clearance sales to rid the shelves of old stock. Sales can be seen as a failure to accurately

estimate customer demand, and too many of them will seriously erode profits. The aim

should be to sell as much as possible at full price – and that needs good demand

forecasting, which goes back to understanding your customers.

VAT

In the UK almost all goods and services are subject to value added tax (VAT).

Full details of the rules and regulations are available on the HM Customs & Excise 

website (www.hmce.gov.uk). The site also has useful guides to all the retail schemes 

and full lists of both standard- and zero-rated merchandise.

Risks and shrinkage

Shrinkage is a retail euphemism for any sort of loss. This can include payment card

fraud, shoplifting by customers, errors, goods lost or damaged before sale, perishables 

that pass their sell-by date, or staff theft.

Estimates vary both as to the size of the problem and its causes. Among those quoted 

by research organisation Gartner are:

n 28% of shrinkage due to staff theft

n 48% due to customer theft

n 17% due to administrative errors

n 7% down to supplier errors or thefts in transit

On average in the UK, some 1.69% of retail turnover is lost in shrinkage – for a small 

shop with turnover of around £120,000 that is equivalent to £2,028 lost each year.

Customer theft can be reduced by vigilance, sensible store layout and more high-tech

solutions such as CCTV and electronic tagging of high-value items.

Staff theft can be less easy to identify. Retail applications, such as Microsoft Retail

Management System, will monitor activity at the till, to identify suspicious staff behaviour

such as voids and returns without receipts.

Other points to remember:

n Always check delivery dockets against goods received.

n If high-value cheques are likely, consider a cheque authenticating service which will, 

for a fee, give a rapid report of whether the cheque is likely to be fraudulent.

n Use counterfeit note detectors if fake money is a problem in your area.

n Maintain a clear policy about returned goods. Will you accept returns with or without

a receipt? Do you exchange goods or offer a cash refund?

n Develop good routines for handling returned goods: salvage what can be repaired or

repackaged and return to stock quickly.
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Ongoing issues

Keep your finances constantly under review – cash flow predictions are essential to 

plan buying sprees. 

Managing the merchandise on an ongoing basis requires:

n A reasonably accurate forecast of likely customer demand 

n Good stock control 

n Good cash flow monitoring 

All these activities can be managed effectively using a spreadsheet such as Excel 2003,

which can also perform simple analytics to help you identify likely trends. 

Other points to remember:

n Keep detailed transactional sales records from the start so that you can see which

products are proving most successful, and identify the peaks and troughs in your 

trading pattern.

n Microsoft Retail Management System, which is suitable for single stores right up to

small chains of 15 or 20 outlets, will see you through the growth stages of your business,

providing additional specialist modules to meet changing needs.

n Undertake regular stocktakes to make sure your theoretical stock level matches reality. 

n If you keep stock records on an Excel 2003 spreadsheet then it is easier to print off a list

of items which should be there and check for errors, rather than having to make new lists

every time. Microsoft Retail Management System includes an add-on module which

supports wireless hand-held devices for use in stocktaking.

It will make accounting much simpler – and less expensive – if you keep orderly

records from the start, using such tools as Excel 2003 spreadsheets or Microsoft

Retail Management System linked to simple accounting software packages.

Keeping vital data

Check with your accountant for

financial information mandatory 

for tax purposes.

Excel 2003 charts are a visual way to 

spot trends in your figures. To quickly

create a chart, select the cells containing

the data, and press the F11 function 

key on the keyboard.
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We live in a technological age with use of home computing, personal digital assistants

and smartphones commonplace. In business, these tools are just as valuable. 

PCs running Office 2003 can provide an effective solution for many business problems:

Excel 2003 spreadsheets can be used for a variety of tasks including financial and

merchandise planning; Microsoft® Word 2003 is ideal for business correspondence, while

Microsoft® PowerPoint® 2003 will give a professional gloss to presentations to potential

investors. Other useful packages to consider include Publisher 2003 for creating brochures,

flyers and newsletters; Microsoft® FrontPage® 2003 to build your own website; and Outlook

2003 with Business Contact Manager to help with customer relationship management.

Several of these activities are discussed in more detail in this section – but first, what about

the till?

Choosing the till: EPoS vs ECR vs PC

Some sort of system for keeping and managing cash is an essential tool. The simplest

units, electronic cash registers (ECRs) come in various shapes, sizes and prices. The most

basic machines will:

n Keep a record of transactions (t-log) on an audit roll.

n Produce receipts for shoppers.

n Give a total (z-read) to allow you to reconcile cash in the till with what you have rung-up.

n Provide departmental breakdown into a number of different groups so that you can

analyse which product categories are proving most popular with customers.

n Some will also provide a limited price-look-up file so that you can use bar codes (see

below) to automatically ‘ring up’ purchases rather than having to key in the amounts.

Various peripherals can be added, such as a customer-facing price display or bar code

scanner, but ECRs provide only basic functionality and cannot rival electronic point-of-sale

(EPoS) terminals which first appeared in the 1970s. These were designed to work with bar

code scanning systems to provide a complete record of sales analysed by every item in the

store. Most EPoS terminals now run in Windows, allowing standard PC technology at the

checkout. To make life even easier, international standards have developed which will

ensure that all the peripherals – such as receipt printers, card readers, bar code scanners

etc – will run with any PC. One of the most important is known as ‘OPOS’ and has been

adopted by all major equipment providers. Microsoft Retail Management System complies

with OPOS, so it is simple to add the peripherals of your choice.

Although hardware and software can be acquired separately, it is worth looking for a fully

integrated, pre-installed system with computers and applications provided and supported

by a single supplier. This will be ready to use immediately and is often more economical. For

example, Microsoft Retail Management System can be preloaded onto a suitable PC.

“I learned that new
accounting machines
could help to reduce 
the time to give 
the necessary
information to hours
instead of weeks.”
Simon Marks 

(later Lord Marks of Broughton), 

chairman of Marks & Spencer 1916-1964,

commenting on his first visit to America 

in 1924. 

The role of technology

Tips to remember

n A touch screen instead of a

conventional keyboard can be useful

especially where there is a risk of

spilling liquids on the till – as in

restaurants, pubs or hairdressers.

n The annual Retail Solutions Exhibition

held at the NEC in Birmingham 

each June is useful starting point 

for identifying possible equipment 

and suppliers.

n Helpful advice on choosing at IT

supplier or support services at:

www.bcentral.co.uk/retail

n Don’t be afraid to shop around, 

and if possible, buy from a local

supplier who will then be conveniently

placed to provide support and

maintenance as need be.
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Choosing the best system 

As well as that initial choice of till, you will also be faced with a seemingly bewildering

array of retail software. Some packages are very sector-specific, others are more generic

with a wide range of functions. If some of these seem beyond your needs to start with,

remember you need to ensure that the system bought initially can expand as the business

grows, so look for one that will allow you to add additional PCs or cash registers in future.

For example, Microsoft Retail Management Systems is a comprehensive system suitable for

non-food, food and specialty retailers and is scalable to grow with you.

Xavier and Parivaneh Kara run a busy London health food store and needed a system that

could cope with trading peaks, provide good stock reports, track merchandise by item and

help with ordering. After much research, they settled on Microsoft Retail Management

System: “It is the only system I’ve seen that can put a transaction on hold,” says Xavier.

“People remembering an item when they’ve begun checkout used to make everybody

groan. Now we put the customer on hold and cheerfully serve the next one. Frankly,

customers feel free to spend more.”

Points to consider include:

n Can the system be networked at a future date using a PC in the back office to run 

the till? 

n Can you add additional peripherals such as a bar code scanner?

n If you do opt for a simple ECR, you may want to run this in future as a ‘slave’ unit from 

a back-office PC – will your chosen system allow you to do this?

n Can you run the same software when you have two, three or more shops, so maintaining

continuity and historical record-keeping? And will you be able to link your original kit into

a head office system for central management – Microsoft Retail Management Systems is

one solution which can do this.

Handling payment cards

Consumers love payment cards: in 2003, more than 145 million payment cards were in

circulation and total card spending reaching £211bn – or £86 a week for every adult in the

country. If you sell higher-value merchandise or have baskets running up bills of £20 or

more, then your customers will expect to pay by card and you may lose sales if you do not

offer this option.

Initially retailers used mechanical ‘zip-zap’ machines to collect card imprints, but for the

past decade electronic funds transfer at point of sale (EFTPoS) devices have been the norm. 

Many retailers prefer to integrate EFTPoS functions with the till which can cut the risk of

staff fraud and provides a neater solution.

All sorts of functions

You should invest in the basic

version of a comprehensive

system which has the possibility

of add-on modules or good

integration with other specialist

software. The sort of functions

worth looking for include:

n Security features to control

employee-access to 

sensitive files and highlight

high risk activity.

n Links to hand-held 

devices to automate 

stockkeeping records.

n Some degree of

personalisation of customer

information to enable basic

customer relationship

management.

An example POS screen in

Microsoft Business Solutions

Retail Management System
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Moving to Chip and PIN

If transactions that had been correctly authorised and checked turned out to be

fraudulent, then retailers using electronic payment systems have been protected 

from loss. However, unauthorised transactions or where staff had clearly not checked the

card expiry date or other ID carefully enough are ‘charged-back’ to the retailer. Typically,

chargebacks are around 5-8% of total card turnover.

From 1 January 2005, new rules apply and instead of a signature, card transactions will 

need to be authorised by a PIN entered by the shopper at the checkout. This means

retailers will need to install Chip and PIN devices. Retailers still depending on signature

will, after 1 January 2005, be responsible for all fraudulent card losses they incur. 

Industry commentators suggest that charge-backs will at least double for those 

retailers not implementing Chip and PIN.

The Chip and PIN programme management office (www.chipandpin.co.uk) has 

produced a number of useful guides on the scheme, including relevant issues and 

training needs for staff.

Bar code scanning

Bar codes have been scanned at point of sale for the past 30 years and the technique

is well established with good international standards. Most fast-moving consumer goods

(FMCG’s) – such as foods, toiletries, books, music products and electrical goods – carry

codes identifying each item. 

A catalogue of the relevant codes can be held on the retailer’s point-of-sale system and,

when the item is scanned, the system checks in the ‘price look-up file’ (PLU) and displays

it on the till. With bar code scanning there is no need to price mark every item – saving time

and labour, and reducing errors.

Making the most of bar codes

n Bar codes can speed up transaction processing at the till.

n If merchandise is not labelled with a bar code by the supplier, you can use Microsoft

Retail Management System to create your own labels for these uncoded lines.

n You must maintain an accurate PLU that matches the prices shown on shelf labels. 

Retail management software

As well as software to handle cash and track sales, retailers can use their PCs 

or PC-based till system for a raft of other activities. Among them:

n Customer management

n Supplier management

n Staff management

n Accounting/financial management

n Pricing

n Stock management

n Internet
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Many of these functions are included in store management systems, such as Microsoft

Retail Management System. Microsoft has produced a useful ‘Retail point-of-sale

technology assessment survey’ which acts as a workbook and checklist for retailers to

assess both their needs and the state of their current systems. It can be downloaded from:

www.microsoft.com/businesssolutions/pos

Customer management systems

These help you track customer interactions and log information about shoppers.

They can:

n Prompt staff to collect relevant information

n Match details with products purchased to give insights into shopper preferences

n Help define the store’s customer profile

n Form the basis of a loyalty database

n Direct local advertising

Microsoft Retail Management System includes detailed tracking of customer spend as well

as a range of user-defined attributes – such as birth dates, number of children – which can

be also be tracked to help identify specific customer segments.

Customer relationship management (CRM) is how software providers usually describe more

complex customer management systems. CRM tools can: 

n Automate personalised marketing by triggering special offers relevant to that shopper

n Prompt an email or telephone call in response to an event, such as the arrival in-store 

of that customer’s favourite product

n Maintain a detailed history of regular shopper’s interactions with your business

n Provide multi-channel integration so you can track customer activity in-store, on the

Internet or via mail order catalogues

There are numerous CRM software packages available, not all of them suitable for retail

operations, so check carefully before buying: Microsoft Business Contact Manager is an

add-in to Outlook 2003 which is specifically designed for smaller businesses. It can be 

used to create a database of customer information which links to Word 2003 for

personalised mailings. 

Supplier management systems

Sometimes called supplier relationship management (SRM), these systems are

designed to create a database of contact information and supplier performance

analytics – for example, Microsoft Retail Management System can track vendor history and

item movements by supplier. 

However, for a small retailer the important things to monitor are:

n Details of orders, with due delivery dates

n Payments and discounts due

n Supplier reliability

n Promotional support available

n Reorder availability by line

n Contact information – both for sales and invoice queries

n Success factor – how does that supplier’s product range perform in your shop

This type of information can be set up using a basic database application or spreadsheet

such as Excel 2003. 
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Staff management applications

These can be useful for managing variable staff shift patterns and time and

attendance records. A simple start point is the log-on/log-off function on the till system

which can be linked to payroll applications for automatic wage or overtime calculation.

Microsoft Retail Management System contains a time-clock facility to allow easy recording

of shift details. A time and attendance system will also help monitor working hours to

comply with changing EU regulations on the maximum hours that can be worked in any week.

If you pay commission on sales then the till needs to manage this and it is also useful if

it can analyse voids, no sales and returns without receipts which have been entered by each

sales assistant as a security check. Microsoft Retail Management System enables all these

activities and can also allow retailers to tailor reports to their specific needs.

With only a few staff members, holiday entitlements and absences for sickness can easily

be monitored quite satisfactorily using a spreadsheet application such as Excel 2003. 

Accounting/financial management

Every business needs to keep track of bills paid and money collected, of taxes due,

bad debt liability, profit and margins. Some retail software packages include basic

accountancy functions; others enable links from the till to electronic ledgers or management

reports, so simplifying procedures. When selecting your basic retail management software

check if:

n It can interface with an accounting package such as Sage Instant Accounts, Sageline 50,

Pegasus Opera II or Microsoft® Business Solutions—Great Plains®

n It can link to merchandising systems for ordering, payment and inventory control

n It can automate VAT analysis

Stock management

Having the right goods in stock at the right time is essential for success. PC-based till

systems, providing item-level transaction details, can be linked with goods-inward records

to achieve a pretty accurate idea of what should be on the shelves.

Reporting tools in these systems can also give:

n Daily breakdown of stock movements to identify best and worst sellers

n Information about low or high stock to help with promotional planning and reordering

n Accurate data on lines that are being marked down or discounted

n Rapid feedback on sales trends by department or category

Microsoft Retail Management System can output all this information directly to Excel 2003

for further use and analysis. It can also hold historic data about seasonal products not

currently on offer (in a reserve database to avoid cluttering current sales reports) and will

automatically generate purchase order suggestions and stock levels. As your business

grows it will also make it easy to transfer merchandise between branches.

Malcolm Stewart runs two garden centres in Dorset with a total of 45,000 SKUs (Stock

Keeping Unit), many of them seasonal. Updating merchandise records took many long

hours until he installed Microsoft Retail Management System. “It was absolutely and totally

worth the money,” he says. “Its better visibility let us keep £150,000-£200,000 less in stock

and brought us significantly greater stock control.”
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As the business grows there will be plenty of new choices and challenges. Do you want

to open additional shops? If so, you will probably need a good second-in-command to

manage them. Is a multi-channel option preferable with mail order or is a website likely

to prove more successful? Can you expand on your existing site – opening an upper

floor perhaps? Or will you simply keep to a single shop and invest in refurbishment

and refitting?

In this section we look at some of the opportunities a growing retail business may face and

review key areas for future investment.

Building the chain

Since the initial formula worked, then you will probably want to replicate the first store

as closely as possible by finding a comparable shopping area with a similar shopper

profile. It is important, though, to resist the temptation to expand too quickly. Industry

experts advise consolidating success by building a firm base with the first outlet, before

thinking of growth:

n Consider extending the merchandise range

n Increase promotional activity to attract new customers and widen the catchment range

n Re-organise the store to increase selling area

n Where possible grow by renting the store next door

n Look to grow with mail order or online operations

n Diversify by opening a nearby store offering quite a different product assortment 

However you choose to expand, ensure that your cash flow, staff and IT can grow with you.

Growing through franchise

If you decide to add a second or third outlet, then consider franchising the

operation. This was the route taken by Neal’s Yard Remedies.

The company was founded in 1981 by amateur homeopath Romy Fraser, as a

sister shop for Neal’s Yard Wholefoods. She spent a year developing the product

range and recruiting staff who were well qualified in herbalism, acupuncture and

other complementary therapies. 

As well as selling from the shop, Fraser began wholesaling her remedies, and in

1985 opened her second shop. Growth from then on has largely come from

franchise operations – packaging the format, training franchisees and providing

merchandise via the wholesale operation.

Today there are 23 company-owned Neal’s Yard Remedies outlets and 180

franchised stores, as well as a thriving mail order business and online operation.

Fraser and her team continue to run regular training courses for franchisees

designed to extend their product and healthcare knowledge.

Franchising models like this can enable rapid business growth without

overstretching financial resources or jeopardising the core operation.

“At any given time, 
your business can 
only be going one 
of two ways. 
Up. Or down. 
There is no such 
thing as a plateau… 
a business either
evolves or it dies.”
Sahar and Bobby Hashemi, 

founders of Coffee Republic.

Moving on
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Going multi-channel 

Retailers have had alternative routes to their customers for centuries – going 

multi-channel can be a fast and cost-effective way to expand your business.

Mail order generally involves sending some sort of catalogue – which need not be large 

or glossy – to a database of potential shoppers. If you have been collecting customer

information from the start, then you will already have a list of customers who may be

attracted by your offers or will be happy to purchase remotely if, for example, they have

moved to a new area.

Sending out unsolicited catalogues as junk mail is expensive and usually fruitless, so start

building your own selective mailing list from the time you open your first shop. 

A website can take your business to new markets quickly and efficiently but it is worth

doing your homework first, and seeking expert technical advice.

Points to remember:

n Decide before you start what your approach to overseas shoppers will be; do you want

to cope with the legalities of shipping your merchandise abroad? 

n Establish a returns procedure. Mail order returns frequently run at around 40% or more,

so budget for inevitable shrinkage due to damaged goods or items lost in transit.

n Be sure to take all precautions to reduce cardholder-not-present fraud. 

n Publicise your website in store, on your stationery and on all promotional material. 

n Ensure total consistency between the store offer and that on the web. Argos took many

years to live down its slip of offering TVs on its website for £2.99 instead of £299. Many

retail IT systems such as Microsoft Retail Management System are multi-channel and will

ensure that the same product information is used for both store and website activity to

guarantee consistency. 

Going multi-channel 

Retailers have had alternative routes to their customers for centuries – going 

multi-channel can be a fast and cost-effective way to expand your business.

Mail order generally involves sending some sort of catalogue – which need not be large 

or glossy – to a database of potential shoppers. If you have been collecting customer

information from the start, then you will already have a list of customers who may be

attracted by your offers or will be happy to purchase remotely if, for example, they have

moved to a new area.

Sending out unsolicited catalogues as junk mail is expensive and usually fruitless, so start

building your own selective mailing list from the time you open your first shop. 

A website can take your business to new markets quickly and efficiently but it is worth

doing your homework first, and seeking expert technical advice.

Points to remember:

n Decide before you start what your approach to overseas shoppers will be; do you want

to cope with the legalities of shipping your merchandise abroad? 

n Establish a returns procedure. Mail order returns frequently run at around 40% or more,

so budget for inevitable shrinkage due to damaged goods or items lost in transit.

n Be sure to take all precautions to reduce cardholder-not-present fraud. 

n Publicise your website in store, on your stationery and on all promotional material. 

n Ensure total consistency between the store offer and that on the web. Argos took many

years to live down its slip of offering TVs on its website for £2.99 instead of £299. Many

retail IT systems such as Microsoft Retail Management System are multi-channel and will

ensure that the same product information is used for both store and website activity to

guarantee consistency. 
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Maintaining brand image

Whatever your expansion strategy, it is important that you maintain a consistent brand

image. If you plan to open a different type of outlet – a value offer, perhaps, instead of your

premium-priced range – then change the store name. 

Growing the IT system

While a basic till and PC functionality may be adequate for a small independent shop,

as the business grows so will the need for information management. You will want to

keep more records of sales to monitor year-on-year progress; to identify trading patterns

which will help with forecasting demand and guide buying decisions; you will need to track

supplier performance and reliability in more detail; to measure the success of advertising

and other marketing initiatives; to build up your ever-growing customer database to

encourage repeat purchases and help with promotional activities…and much more.

All these needs will have become apparent in the early months of your operations and you

will certainly be appreciating the importance of selecting the right retail management

system. Making the right decision to start with is vital as the system will probably be used

throughout your preliminary growth and expansion phase.

Microsoft Retail Management System makes a sound platform for additional applications

from Microsoft’s independent software partners. It can, for example, link to postcode

look-up software to make processing special orders and deliveries slicker. You can add on

dedicated loyalty applications to monitor customer spend and rewards, and add various

promotional modules to increase your marketing options. 

Microsoft Retail Management System can also be configured for ‘head office’ – usually the

main shop where you are based – allowing additional store PCs to be managed centrally.

As the business continues to grow the same applications can be migrated to a Microsoft®

SQL Server™ platform, offering increased processing power and more sophisticated data

handling. This sort of scalability is an important consideration for the small business with

aspirations, as it can be seriously damaging if you need to install new IT solutions and lose

your historic data.

Focusing on customer management

With one small shop and day-to-day contact with the business, it is easy to get 

to know and understand your customers individually. As the business grows such

familiarity is easily lost.

Keeping track of shopper addresses can provide a useful guide to likely areas for

expansion: do customers come long distances to your store, and if so, would their home

area be a suitable location for a new branch? If you can collect their email addresses then

you will also have a useful guide as to what proportion are Internet-savvy and therefore how

your offer may appeal on the web. It will also provide you with a valuable database for email

marketing – remembering, of course, that shoppers must opt-in for this type of contact

rather than opt-out.

As the business grows, dedicated customer relationship management (CRM) tools can 

be valuable for doing exactly that - managing customer relationships.

Microsoft Retail Management

System has a headquarters

application which you can

use to run multiple stores.
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Living with change

Retailing is a dynamic industry, and examples of retailers who failed to change with

the times are all too common. Companies like Sainsbury, Marks & Spencer, WHSmith,

Dixons and Boots were once the mainstay of any high street. In recent years they have all

struggled to stay ahead of the game and have seen their market shares fall. 

A problem for all has been the failure to understand how much customers have changed.

Shoppers are busier, have more choices where to spend their money and are more

demanding, expecting 24-hour service and rapid delivery. 

These sophisticated shoppers are also bored with the sameness of the major retail chains’

offers and are searching for ‘the novel’. For the independents, that is good news. With their

personal approach, eclectic product offerings and friendly service, opening a small retail

shop has rarely looked so promising.

And finally…

Shopping is one of our most popular leisure activities – it is fun and often part of a

family day out. Retailers who can deliver the ‘wow factor’ will be among the winners. 

Or as Richard Hammond, author of Smart Retail, puts it: “Surprise is about delivering on a

customer expectation. Make a customer say ‘wow’ in your store and you’ve got a sale.”

 



30 Useful contacts and information sources 

For information on starting and 
running a small business, visit:

www.chamberonline.co.uk

www.businesslink.gov.uk

www.dti.gov.uk/bestpractice

www.smallbusiness.co.uk

www.bcentral.co.uk/retail 

For business software, visit:

www.microsoft.com/uk/office

www.microsoft.com/uk/mbsrms

For trade associations, visit:

Association of British Travel Agents: www.abta.com 

Association of Convenience Stores: www.thelocalshop.com

British Hardware Federation: www.bhfgroup.co.uk

British Hospitality Association: www.bha-online.org.uk

British Retail Consortium: www.brc.org.uk 

British Shops and Stores Association: www.british-shops.co.uk 

National Federation of Retail Newsagents: www.nfrn.org.uk

Retail Motor Industry Federation: www.rmif.co.uk 

UK Petroleum Industry Association: www.ukpia.com

For official guidance, visit:

Association for Payment Clearing Services (APACS):

www.apacs.org.uk

Chip and PIN Programme Management Office:

www.chipandpin.co.uk

Data Protection: www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk

Department of Trade and Industry: www.dti.gov.uk

Disability Rights Commission (DRC): www.drc-gb.org

Environmental Issues: www.environment-agency.gov.uk

Food Issues: www.food.gov.uk

Health & Safety: www.hse.gov.uk

Inland Revenue: www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk

Trading Standards: www.tradingstandards.gov.uk

UK Trade and Investment: www.uktradeinvest.gov.uk

VAT: www.hmce.gov.uk

Useful contacts and
information sources
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We have done our best to address the issues relevant to small and medium businesses, however it remains
a complex and ever-changing area, this guide is for advice and guidance only and should not be considered
definitive, you should aim to take appropriate advice from a specialist before acting.

 


